Vault Tracker™

Protects and tracks cash stolen from vaults or safes

Vaults and safes store larger amounts of cash, making them popular targets for robbers. Vault Tracker is a GPS tracking device that automatically triggers a silent alert when it detects a crime and starts updating its location to 3SI’s advanced tracking system. It can also be used in concert with 3SI’s Cash Tracker™ for added security.

When the Crime Occurs

Once the tracker is activated, our own 24/7 security team and local law enforcement are instantly informed. Our advanced tracking system reports the location of the cash every step of the way while law enforcement pursues and apprehends the robbers.

Features

- Protects cash where it is stored
- Covert and blends with other cash
- Triggers automatically after detecting continuous motion and silently reports to 3SI tracking website
- Location updates to secure website every 6 seconds via GPS, Cellular and Wi-Fi
- Reliable performance ensured via semi-monthly health check with cellular connection
- Text and email notifications of activations and device status
- Stores location data if cellular signal is lost to preserve tracking data
- RF to pinpoint final device location

3SI Path to Asset Recovery

- Assets Stolen
- Tracker Activates
- Contacts Alerted
- Live Tracking Updates
- Arrest & Recovery
Options

• Base plate available in beige, black and grey

Professional After-Sales Service

Our innovative solutions are supported by a world-class service organization
• On-site installation, service and training available or Do It Yourself (DIY)
• 24/7/365 North America product and customer support

About 3SI

| Over 48 years of experience and specialized knowledge in the Security field |
| 24/7 US-based support |
| Long-term relationships with the industry, built on trust and satisfaction |
| Partnered with over 9,000 law enforcement agencies |
| Over 14.5K criminals apprehended and $119M in assets recovered |

Our solutions

| Tracking uses multiple technologies to help police track crimes, recover stolen property and arrest criminals |
| Cash Tracing uses ink, smoke and dye to foil robberies, recover stolen cash and apprehend criminals |
| SaaS Safety Systems use APP technology to protect staff members against crime and provide detailed reporting to increase efficiency and reduce costs |

The 4XG Vault Tracker utilizes GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) and is currently offered in the U.S. only. For other countries, we offer the 3XG Vault Tracker which utilizes GPS (Global Positioning System).